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ABSTRACT

Frame-to-frame Latency

Mobile vision systems would benefit from the ability to situationally sacrifice image resolution to save system energy when imaging
detail is unnecessary. Unfortunately, any change in sensor resolution leads to a substantial pause in frame delivery – as much as
280 ms. Frame delivery is bottlenecked by a sequence of reconfiguration procedures and memory management in current operating systems before it resumes at the new resolution. This latency
from reconfiguration impedes the adoption of otherwise beneficial
resolution-energy tradeoff mechanisms.
We propose Banner as a media framework that provides a rapid
sensor resolution reconfiguration service as a modification to common media frameworks, e.g., V4L2. Banner completely eliminates
the frame-to-frame reconfiguration latency (226 ms to 33 ms), i.e.,
removing the frame drop during sensor resolution reconfiguration.
Banner also halves the end-to-end resolution reconfiguration latency (226 ms to 105 ms). This enables a more than 49% reduction
of system power consumption by allowing continuous vision applications to reconfigure the sensor resolution to 480p compared with
downsampling 1080p↓480p, as measured in a cloud-based offloading workload running on a Jetson TX2 board. As a result, Banner
unlocks unprecedented capabilities for mobile vision applications
to dynamically reconfigure sensor resolutions to balance the energy
efficiency and task accuracy tradeoff.
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(a) In legacy systems, any change in sensor resolution
leads to a substantial pause in frame delivery.
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(b) Banner completely removes frame-to-frame latency
for reconfiguring sensor resolution.

Figure 1: Compared with current systems, Banner enables
rapid and seamless sensor resolution reconfiguration.
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INTRODUCTION

The high energy consumption of visual sensing continues to impede
the future of mobile vision in which devices will continuously compute visual information from sensory data, e.g,. for visual personal
assistants or for augmented reality (AR). While vision algorithms
continue to improve in task accuracy and speed, mobile and wearable vision systems fail to achieve sufficient battery life when vision
tasks are continuously running. Continuous video capture drains
the battery of Google Glass in 30 minutes [4].
It is well known that a common culprit is the energy-expensive
traffic of image data [20, 22]. Transferring high resolutions at high
frame rates draws substantial power consumption from the analogdigital conversion, the sensor interface transactions, and the memory usage. Simply capturing 1080p frames at 30 frames per second
consumes more than 2.4 W of system power measured on a MOTO
Z smartphone. However, capturing and displaying 480p frames only
consumes 1.3 W of system power.
Image resolution can create an interesting tradeoff for visual
tasks: low resolution promotes low energy consumption, while
high resolution promotes high imaging fidelity for high visual task
accuracy. For example, as we explore with our AR marker-based
pose estimation case study (§1.1), lower resolutions suffice when
an AR marker is close, but high resolutions are needed when the
AR marker is far away or small. This tradeoff has been explored
by several visual computing system works including marker pose
estimation, object detection, and face recognition [5, 11, 12, 15,
22, 26, 31, 33, 39]. We too advocate that mobile vision systems
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reconfiguration procedure, avoiding expensive system calls initiated by the application. Using these techniques, Banner completely
eliminates frame-to-frame latency, as illustrated in Figure 1b, allowing for seamless multi-resolution frame capture. Banner also
achieves the minimum possible end-to-end reconfiguration latency,
fundamentally bounded by the pipeline latency of frame readout
(usually larger than two frames). In extreme cases, if the application requests only one buffer to be allocated (not allowed for video
streaming) or if the system allows frames already captured to drop,
the end-to-end reconfiguration latency can further be reduced in
Banner.
Because of the unavailability of open-source camera drivers and
camera host drivers for Android devices, our Banner prototype is
implemented in the Linux kernel. However, we propose several
suggestions in §6 to help developers who want to integrate Banner to the Android OS. We evaluate Banner’s efficacy within the
Linux V4L2 framework by running three workloads on a Jetson TX2
board with the Ubuntu system, including display-only, cloud-based
offloading, and marker-based pose estimation. Our evaluation confirms that Banner completely eliminates frame-to-frame latency,
even for workloads operating at 30 FPS. Furthermore, Banner creates a 54% reduction in end-to-end reconfiguration latency (from
226 ms to 105 ms).
The reduction in reconfiguration latency results in a 49% power
consumption reduction by reconfiguring the resolution from 1080p
to 480p compared with computationally downsampling 1080p↓480p,
measured on a Jetson TX2 board. While we implement and evaluate
our design choices based on Linux V4L2, they can be generalized
to other media frameworks, such as Gstreamer (which can capture
videos from V4L2 devices), and Linux-based operating systems,
including the Android OS.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:

should be able to benefit from the ability to situationally sacrifice
image resolution to save system energy when imaging detail is
unnecessary.
Unfortunately, any change in sensor resolution leads to a
substantial pause in frame delivery. This is illustrated in Figure 1a. We measure that reconfiguring sensor resolution in the Android OS prevents the application from receiving frames for about
267 ms, the equivalent of dropping 9 frames (working at 30 FPS)
from vision processing pipelines [15]. Consequently, computer vision applications don’t change resolutions at runtime, despite the
significant energy savings at lower resolutions. For example, Augmented Reality applications such as "Augment" and "UnifiedAR"
constantly work at 1080p, drawing 2.7 W of system power.
Thus, in this paper, we target image sensor resolution reconfiguration latency as a chief impediment of energy-efficient visual
systems. Referring to [15], we break the resolution reconfiguration
latency into two types of latency. End-to-end reconfiguration latency
is the time between an application’s request to change resolution
and the time the application receives a frame of the new resolution.
Frame-to-frame latency is the interval between two frames provided
to the application in which the latter frame is configured at the new
resolution.
The problem of long resolution reconfiguration latency is common across all mobile platforms, as we measured on different devices. In the Android OS, there is a 400 ms end-to-end reconfiguration latency [15]. In the Linux V4L2 media framework, we observe a
260 ms end-to-end reconfiguration latency. End-to-end reconfiguration latency in iOS also takes around 400 ms, as measured by timestamping a simple video capturing application we built in Xcode [16].
Similarly, end-to-end reconfiguration latency in Gstreamer with
NVIDIA Libargus occupies more than 300 ms.
Almost all of the resolution reconfiguration latency originates
from the operating system; at the sensor level, hardware register
values are effective by the next frame [2, 27, 28, 34, 38]. We proposed
several alternatives at the Android framework and HAL level for
discussion in our pervious work [15]. However, from deeper understanding of the Android OS, we find that the problem stems from
the lower level system, i.e., media frameworks in the kernel. The
underlying issue is that the kernel’s media frameworks require user
space applications to frequently invoke a sequence of expensive
system calls in order to request a new sensor resolution.
Our study of the media frameworks exposes several key insights.
First, the current streaming pipeline needs to be preserved during
resolution reconfiguration. Frames already captured at the previous
resolution are useful and need to be read out. Second, resolution
change should also be immediately effective in the next capture.
This capture will be available after moving through the pipeline.
Third, synchronizing the resolution of frame buffers across the
system stack is expensive and should be avoided. As it stands, media
frameworks require the application to initiate expensive system
calls to repeatedly allocate memory for the frame buffers.
To exploit these key insights, we design Banner: a system solution for rapid sensor resolution reconfiguration. Banner revolves
around two techniques. Parallel reconfiguration maintains video
capture streams and schedules sensor reconfiguration in parallel
while the application is processing the frame. Format-oblivious memory management removes repeated memory allocation from the

• We propose design strategies for media frameworks to reduce sensor resolution reconfiguration latency.
• We introduce Banner as a rapid sensor reconfiguration framework that eliminates frame-to-frame latency and halves endto-end reconfiguration latency.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of reconfiguring sensor resolution dynamically to improve power efficiency for vision
tasks, comparing with downsampling.
Altogether, Banner will unlock new classes of vision algorithms
that can balance the resolution-based energy efficiency and accuracy tradeoffs to maximize performance in a variety of continous
mobile vision tasks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. §1.1 shows the
motivation for reconfiguring resolution. §2 explains resolution reconfiguration procedure in common media frameworks. §3 elaborates the Banner design for tackling the inefficient sensor resolution
reconfiguration problem. §4 introduces the Banner implementation
in the Linux kernel. §5 demonstrates the effectiveness of Banner
for improving energy efficiency in three workloads. §6 discusses
the limitations of Banner and our future work. §7 compares Banner
to related works.
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(a) Low resolution maintains a low translation error when marker is close to camera.
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(b) Low resolution maintains a low rotation
error when marker is close to camera.
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(c) System energy consumption at 480p is 70%
and 50% less than 960p and downsampling.

Figure 2: In our marker-based pose estimation case study, task accuracy (translation and rotation error) can be maintained
and system energy consumption (energy per frame) can be reduced by 70% if sensor resolution is reconfigured from 960p to
480p when the distance between the marker and the camera is reduced from 35 cm to 20 cm.

1.1

Case Study for Resolution-driven Tradeoffs

2

To motivate our work, we present a case study around a markerbased pose estimation application running on a Moto Z mobile
phone. Marker-based pose estimation forms the foundation for
many AR frameworks, including Vuforia [37], ARCore [9], and
ARKit [3] for image-based tracking. Our exploration of markerbased pose estimation allows us to analyze the resolution-based
energy and accuracy tradeoff in mobile vision tasks. The pose estimation application uses an ORB feature detector, Flann-based
matcher, and Perspective-n-Point algorithm to detect keypoints
in an image frame, match keypoints with model descriptors, and
estimate the position of the virtual camera against the physical
environment respectively on a frame-to-frame basis.
The energy efficiency is characterized by the power traces acquired from the Trepn Profiler and the number of frames processed
per second measured at different resolutions. To evaluate task accuracy, we use the MSE rotation and translation vector errors compared with the "ground truth" acquired from the highest resolution.
Prior work [15] has already demonstrated that based on the distance
and viewing angle between the camera and the marker, sensor resolution needs to be actively reconfigured to balance efficiency and
performance. Similarly, results in Figure 2 show that, by reconfiguring the sensor from 960p to 480p while the sensor is approaching
the marker from 35 cm to 20 cm, the task accuracy can be maintained (Figure 2a and 2b) and a 70% energy consumption reduction
can be achieved (Figure 2c).
As an alternative to changing sensor resolution, the system can
computationally downsample the frames to reduce the computational workload of the vision algorithm. However, results in Figure
2c show that, capturing at 480p costs almost 50% less energy than
computational downsampling 960p↓480p, not to mention the higher
task accuracy.
In conclusion, physically reconfiguring the sensor resolution
is the most viable way to balance the resolution-based energy efficiency and task accuracy tradeoff for continuous mobile vision
tasks. However, sensor resolution reconfiguration is limited by a
substantial latency.

UNDERSTANDING THE RESOLUTION
RECONFIGURATION LATENCY

In this section, we elaborate on how user applications request different sensor resolutions using the Video4Linux2 (V4L2) framework.
The V4L2 framework provides APIs for applications to manipulate
cameras on Linux. V4L2 is commonly used by almost all Ubuntu
desktops and Android devices built upon the Linux system.
In V4L2, image sensor resolution reconfiguration follows a strict
sequential procedure. This sequential procedure leads to a substantial amount of end-to-end and frame-to-frame reconfiguration latency, which impedes the ability for applications to utilize
resolution-based energy tradeoffs. Through this section, we explore
the V4L2 implementation on an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 board with an
ON Semiconductor AR0330 sensor.
V4L2 system architecture: In the V4L2 framework, there are
four main driver modules in the kernel that collaborate to provide
camera services. The V4L2 driver is responsible for exposing camera control operations to the user application, such as opening the
V4L2 camera or setting its exposure or brightness. The camera
host driver, which implements the V4L2 driver and V4L2 camera
interfaces, is responsible for ensuring the proper input and output
format for frames flowing between the camera and the memory, as
well as starting and stopping the reception of camera frame data.
The video buffer driver, which is a helper to the V4L2 driver, is
responsible for allocating and deallocating buffers with proper sizes
for corresponding resolution requests. The camera driver, which
communicates with the camera hardware, is responsible for setting
up the camera for the requested output.
Before the application can start streaming with the V4L2 camera devices, it needs to request at least a pair of buffers to store
and process the captured frames. The buffer ownership transfer
is realized by dequeuing buffers ioctl(VIDIOC_DQBUF) and queuing buffers ioctl(VIDIOC_QBUF) between the application and the
camera host driver. The application dequeues a buffer when the
capture is completed by the image sensor. The application queues
a buffer back for sensor capture after the processing on it is done
– the application relinquishes control of the buffer. Depending on
the needs of the imaging pipeline, the application can require more
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Reconfiguration operation
Stop streaming
Initialize device
Start streaming
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Average execution time
75 ms
31 ms
72 ms

Table 1: Expensive operations and their average cost in current sensor resolution reconfiguration procedure measured
on the TX2/AR0330 setup.

buffers, such that multiple pipeline stages can simultaneously address buffers. All buffers ready for applications to read are stored
in the camera host driver. Typically, only one buffer is transferred
to the application at a time.

2.1

Reconfiguration is a sequential process

Once the video stream has been started, V4L2 requires the application to reconfigure sensor resolution in a sequence of steps. Notably,
each subsequent step in the sequence invokes a different subsystem, creating synchronization issues. We illustrate this sequential
procedure in Figure 4a and detail it here.
(1) The application initializes a resolution request while the
camera is capturing.
(2) The application calls V4L2 ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMOFF), which
is implemented in the camera host driver and the camera
driver to turn off current working streams. This step takes
around 75 ms.
(3) The application calls munmap(), which is implemented in the
video buffer driver to deallocate the memory. This step takes
less than 1 ms.
(4) The application calls V4L2 ioctl(VIDIOC_S_FMT), which
is implemented in the camera host driver and the camera
driver to set the sensor’s output format.
(5) The application calls V4L2 ioctl(VIDIOC_REQBUFS) and
mmap(), which are implemented in the video buffer driver
to request, allocate, and map new sets of buffers. Together
with step 4, initializing the device takes around 31 ms.
(6) The application finally calls V4L2 ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMON),
which is implemented in the camera host driver and the camera driver to set the input and output format of the channel
and then start the video stream. This step takes around 72 ms.
(7) The first frame at new resolution is returned after a pipeline
latency, typically several frame times later, depending on the
pipeline depth.
Table 1 shows the latency costs of several expensive operations
in the sensor resolution reconfiguration procedure measured on
the TX2/AR0330 setup.

2.2

on specific sensor format. This synchronization ensures that there
will be enough frame buffer space to hold complete frames. If the
syscall ioctl(VIDIOC_S_FMT) is called to set the sensor resolution,
ioctl(VIDIOC_REQBUFS) and mmap() also need to be called for a
new set of buffers.
Second, resolution synchronization between camera host driver
and camera driver is established by updating the camera driver host
state based on the camera’s format. If ioctl(VIDIOC_S_FMT) is
called to set the sensor resolution, the input state of camera host
driver also needs to be reconfigured. This synchronization ensures
that the video input module on board has the proper format to
receive frames flowing from the camera.
Third, the previous two synchronizations force a resolution synchronization between the camera host driver and video buffer driver.
That is, if the system requires a new set of buffers, the output state
of camera host driver also needs to be reconfigured.
By synchronizing resolution among these drivers, the camera service ensures correct capture, delivery, and render of image frames.
But this strong resolution coupling among drivers creates bottlenecks; if an application requests a new resolution, the whole configuration procedure described above in §2.1 will be invoked, creating
a substantial latency.

2.3

Reconfiguration Latency Drops Frames

As shown in Figure 7, the overall end-to-end reconfiguration and
the frame-to-frame latency are both about 230 ms in the legacy
V4L2 framework, as we measured on the TX2/AR0330 system. For a
camera running at 30 FPS, a 230 ms frame-to-frame reconfiguration
latency is equivalent to the system dropping 8 camera frames. In
addition, the legacy V4L2 framework abandons all captured frames
that are stored in buffers once the application requests a new sensor
resolution. Thus, depending on how many buffers are requested
by the application (N ), the number of frames dropped could be
N + 8. The number of requested buffers (N ) must be larger than 2
(typically 3 or 4) [19].
We see resolution reconfiguration latency manifested on all devices we tested. We measure that end-to-end resolution reconfiguration latency in Android and iOS devices both consume about
400 ms. A fast sensor resolution reconfiguration solution needs to
be introduced to media frameworks so that frame-critical computer
vision applications on top of them can frequently reconfigure the
sensor resolution to improve energy efficiency.

2.4

Design Guidelines

We declare the following insights for inspiring the design of a rapid
and seamless sensor resolution reconfiguration system:
Preserve the pipeline of existing frames: Frames already captured and stored in the pipeline are still meaningful. The legacy
V4L2 framework abandons those frames to fulfill the new resolution
request immediately. On the contrary, the Android OS will issue the
new resolution request only after pipelined frames are processed
and delivered properly. For some visual tasks – including markerbased pose estimation – every frame is critical to task performance
because of the potential negative influence on task accuracy and
user experience. The sensory data should be continuous, i.e., frame

Resolution Synchronization Creates
Latency

Throughout the reconfiguration process, there are several strict
resolution synchronizations among the camera host driver, the
video buffer driver, and the camera driver, each of which introduces
a substantial reconfiguration latency.
First, resolution synchronization between the video buffer driver
and the camera driver is established by requesting buffer size based
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Figure 3: Banner helps the application reduce the number
of required system calls to reconfigure sensor resolution to
one ioctl(VIDIOC_RECONFIGURE) call, instead of multiple systems calls: mmap(), munmap(), ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMON), and
ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMOFF).
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drop is unacceptable. The system should find a way to maintain
current streams while reconfiguring the sensor for new resolution.

(a) Resolution reconfiguration in legacy V4L2

Resolution change should be immediately effective in the
next capture: Sensor register changes can be effective in the next
capture, as is done for setting up different exposure time for consecutive capture requests in HDR mode [2, 34, 38]. Similarly, the
system should reconfigure related sensor registers immediately
and asynchronously once there is a new resolution request. This
would allow applications to expect and utilize the prompt resolution
change.

2
Process
image

Set sensor
format

(b) Resolution reconfiguration in Banner

Figure 4: In Banner, most of the sequential procedures
are avoided for reconfiguring sensor resolution. (1) Banner
avoids repeated memory allocation; (2) Banner sets sensor
format in parallel with user application.

Minimize synchronization across the video system stack, while
ensuring correct sensory data: Resolution synchronizations among
different driver modules lead to repeated sequential reconfigurations every time there is a new resolution request which causes
huge amount of latency. In addition, resolution synchronizations
trigger some expensive and redundant system calls initiated by the
application, including mmap(). As long as the application knows the
resolution of the frames it is processing and the sensor knows the
resolution for each frame it is capturing, the data will be correctly
delivered and interpreted. We argue that buffer size synchronization
between the sensor and the application is unnecessary. Memory
management can be oblivious to format.

3

Request/map
buffers

DESIGN OF BANNER

Built on these derived design guidelines, we design Banner to address the resolution reconfiguration latency problem in the legacy
V4L2 framework. Banner is a fast sensor resolution reconfiguration
framework that can provide frames continuously, even between two
frames at different resolutions. While we design Banner to interoperate with the V4L2 framework, the underlying concepts are generic
to all media frameworks. Compared to resolution reconfiguration
in today’s system, Banner halves the end-to-end reconfiguration
latency and completely removes the frame-to-frame reconfiguration latency, i.e., no frame drops. As a result, Banner unlocks a
variety of continuous mobile vision applications to control their
image sensors for desired resolutions. This allows new potential to
balance energy efficiency and accuracy tradeoffs.
In particular, Banner employs two key techniques: parallel reconfiguration and format-oblivious memory management. Parallel
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reconfiguration aims at reconfiguring the sensor while the application is processing frames for the previous resolution such that
the reconfiguration latency is hidden. Format-oblivious memory
management aims at maintaining a single set of frame buffers –
regardless of resolution – to eliminate repeated invocation of expensive memory allocation system calls.
System Overview: Banner is a media framework that allows
applications to request sensor resolution reconfigurations with
seamless frame delivery. It exposes a system call to the application
and resides in the kernel as a camera host driver to interact with
the video buffer driver and the camera driver, as shown in Figure 3.
Banner minimizes the required number of system calls for vision
applications to reconfigure the sensor resolution.
Figure 4b depicts the rapid sensor resolution reconfiguration
procedure in our proposed Banner framework. When starting the
stream, the system sets up the sensor, the sensor host, and the buffer
with the highest supported resolution in a sequential procedure, as
it does with the V4L2 framework. However, after the application requests a new resolution, Banner will not go through all steps in the
sequential procedure again. Instead, Banner maintains the stream
without reallocating buffers and then asynchronously reconfigures
the sensor in parallel through only one ioctl call from the application. Frames at new resolution will be returned after reading out
N frames (determined by the number of buffers requested) already
captured with previous resolution. Resolution reconfiguration in
Banner is rapid and continuous, i.e., without any frame drop. The
procedure for stopping the capture and closing the camera follows
the same sequential procedure in V4L2 framework.
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Figure 5: Banner reconfigures sensor resolution in parallel with application processing frames in the reconfiguration timing
budget (a function of frame interval and capture time) such that reconfiguration latency can be hidden.

3.1

the latency penalty incurred by waking up the capture thread. Reconfiguration thread and the main thread are joined before they
wake up the capture thread for the next capture. Banner uses atomic
read/write to ensure thread safety.

Parallel Reconfiguration

As we discussed in §2, resolution reconfiguration in the current
V4L2 framework follows a strict sequential procedure. This sequential reconfiguration procedure introduces both a substantial endto-end reconfiguration latency and a substantial frame-to-frame
reconfiguration latency. In Banner, sensor resolution reconfiguration is completed in parallel while the application is processing
frames. By doing so, the frame-to-frame resolution reconfiguration
latency is fully hidden.
To achieve this, the parallel reconfiguration module is designed
based on three considerations. First, the sensor is not always busy;
there is an idle time between captures. Second, the reconfiguration
thread cannot be interrupted, otherwise the end-to-end latency will
be increased. Dequeuing a buffer signals that a capture is complete
and queuing a buffer signals the next capture. The system should
identify the right time to reconfigure sensor. Third, reconfiguration
itself takes time, due to camera driver implementations and camera
hardware limitations.
To resolve these considerations, thread-level concurrency can
address the first and second considerations, while a reconfiguration
timing budget can address the second and third considerations.
Altogether, Banner can schedule the right time to reconfigure the
sensor and trigger the next capture. The parallel reconfiguration
strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.

3.1.2 Reconfiguration timing budget. The Banner reconfiguration
thread cannot reconfigure the sensor when the capture thread is
active. Therefore, a resolution reconfiguration timing budget needs
to be defined for the reconfiguration thread to work with. We define
resolution reconfiguration timing budget Tbudдet in Equation 1 as
a function of frame interval Tint erval and capture time Tcaptur e .
Tint erval – the interval between consecutive frame captures – is
defined by the application as the interval between two consecutive
ioctl(VIDIOC_QBUF) calls from the application. Tint erval is typically held stable to ensure good user experience. Tcaptur e varies
from frame to frame, influenced by the capture parameters such as
the exposure time and resolution. Tbudдet is equal to frame interval
Tint erval minus the required capture time Tcaptur e , i.e.,
Tbudдet = Tint erval − Tcaptur e

(1)

It is important to ensure that sensor resolution reconfiguration
is finished in the reconfiguration timing budget such that the reconfiguration thread is not interrupted by the wake up of the capture
thread. Otherwise, capture at the new resolution will be delayed
by another capture with the old resolution, which causes both
end-to-end and frame-to-frame reconfiguration latency to be unpredictable.
In our implementation, we have observed that the reconfiguration timing budget is long enough that the reconfiguration latency
can be completely hidden by the main application thread. That is,
the frame-to-frame latency is eliminated. Seen from the application
side, the frame rate is stable in Banner even between two frames
at different resolutions. Based on our evaluation, we can maintain
more than 30 FPS for an offloading application with only 10 ms reconfiguration timing budget. We note that different image sensors
may require different amount of time to reconfigure the resolution.
That being said, theoretically, if an application operates at an
unstably fast frame rate, then Banner could potentially delay the
delivery of the frame after the resolution request. For example,
this would be the case if the application performs a memcpy of the

3.1.1 Thread-level concurrency. The crux of the parallel reconfiguration is to utilize thread-level concurrency to reconfigure sensor
resolution. In the current V4L2 framework, in addition to a main
thread, there is a capture thread responsible for capturing frames.
This capture thread is frozen until it is woken up by the application
queueing a buffer for frame capture. The capture thread and the
main application thread process in parallel. Although the sensor is
busy capturing frames when the capture thread is awake, it is free
for reconfiguration while the capture thread is frozen. For Banner,
we design a reconfiguration thread that can work in parallel with the
application thread. This thread processes reconfiguration requests
while the application processes frames and the capture thread is
frozen. We choose to create a reconfiguration thread, considering
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frame to a memory location and immediately queues the buffer
for a next capture. Still, in this case, Banner would improve the
reconfiguration latency over the legacy V4L2 framework, which
would delay frame delivery while executing the full reconfiguration
procedure – complete with memory allocation.

3.2

Resolution request

1080p frame

Format-oblivious Memory Management

As explained in §2, the legacy V4L2 framework synchronizes frame
buffer resolutions across all of its modules. Buffers are requested
and mapped for a determined resolution before the camera can
even start capturing. If the application requests another sensor resolution, the legacy V4L2 framework stops current streams, releases
previous frame buffers, and allocates a fresh set of buffers. Thus,
synchronizing the format can be very expensive for the resolution
reconfiguration procedure.
We propose a format-oblivious memory management that removes resolution synchronization in the resolution reconfiguration
procedure. Format-oblivious memory management reuses previously allocated buffers to store frames with different formats, as
shown in Figure 6. This technique reduces the end-to-end reconfiguration latency and frame-to-frame reconfiguration latency by
avoiding unnecessary system calls.

1080p frame

1080p buffer

1080p buffer

1080p frame

1080p frame

1080p buffer

1080p buffer

Format-aware
in legacy V4L2

Format-oblivious
in Banner

480p frame

480p frame

480p buffer

480p buffer

480p frame
1080p buffer

1080p frame
1080p buffer

Figure 6: After a resolution request, format-oblivious memory management in Banner reuses buffers previously allocated and stores newly configured frames, despite potential
format mismatch.

3.2.1 One-time buffer allocation. Instead of allocating frame buffers
every time the application requests a new resolution, format-oblivious
memory management only allocates buffers once when initializing
the camera. To support all formats, the system can allocate for
the highest supported resolution by the camera for reuse for any
resolution.
Reusing buffers brings several benefits. First, repeated memory deallocation and allocation for different sensor resolutions
are now completely avoided; ioctl(VIDIOC_REQBUFS) and mmap()
are avoided. The system call mmap() is very time consuming as
we discussed in §2. Second, current video streams are not discarded. The system calls for turning on and off the video streams
– ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMON) and ioctl(VIDIOC_STREAMOFF) respectively – are avoided. Both of them consume tens of milliseconds. Third, since there is only one format at the receiving end, the
system doesn’t need to set the output state of camera host driver
for reconfiguration.
3.2.2 Format-oblivious frame delivery. Format-oblivious memory
management delivers the frame to the application not based on the
payload calculated by the sensor format, but based on how many
bytes are used. When the application requests another resolution,
Banner passes the format information to the camera driver and the
camera host driver appropriately. As the system needs to maintain
the current pipeline of frames, there will be a resolution discrepancy
among the frames already captured and the frames to be captured
in the new configuration.
Banner solves this problem easily by delivering the frames according to how many bytes are used. Banner and the frame itself
will provide enough format information for the application to interpret frames. We argue that as long as the application and sensor
know the format at the appropriate times, the frame can be correctly
captured, delivered, and interpreted.

Format-oblivious memory management can be realized without
any modification to the video buffer driver. The only potential limitation of this approach is that it allocates more memory than needed
for low resolution configurations. For example, when configured for
480p resolutions, the frame buffer will occupy the memory footprint
of a 1080p frame buffer (6 MB for 3 frames). However, on modern
mobile systems, we do not foresee this as particularly problematic;
most modern phones have at least 1 GB of RAM. More importantly,
the additional buffer allocation does not increase system power, as
DDR power consumption is governed by data rate, not allocation.
We confirm this in our evaluation.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

Our Banner prototype is built by modifying the V4L2 media framework in the upstream NVIDIA Tegra TX2 Linux kernel 4.4, L4T
28.2.1. In this implementation, the application reconfigures sensor resolution rapidly through only one ioctl system call.

4.1

Parallel Reconfiguration

The goal of Banner’s reconfiguration policy is to utilize idle time
in kernel space to change the format of an image sensor. After
capturing and processing a frame, the kernel camera host driver
returns to an idle state until the next capture. Knowing that the
kernel is idle, Banner can use this time to send commands that
change the sensor’s format and perform any state changing on the
camera host driver side. This sufficiently performs the operations of
reconfiguring the sensor resolution. Resolution reconfiguration is
initialized by an ioctl(VIDIOC_RECONFIGURE) call, from the application which will set a sensor resolution format that is passed from
user space to the camera host driver object. This system call will
then immediately spawn a kernel thread to perform the reconfigure
operation. We spawn a single thread to perform our reconfiguration
as the overhead of spawning multiple times for more parallelism
made reconfiguration slower overall. Setting camera host driver
states is an immediate operation. The only part of the reconfiguration process that takes significant time is configuring the camera
hardware.
4.1.1 Configure sensor device. The sensor configuration call changes
the state of the camera device. The camera driver module then controls the image sensor directly by making I 2C or other bus calls.
The time that configuring the sensor takes will vary from sensor
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(3) After a reconfiguration call, the application starts counting
frames returned in the main-loop until the captured frames
at previous resolution are read out; at this point, the application’s resolution is reconfigured to the new resolution.
(4) From this frame onward the frames returned by the driver
will be the new resolution.

to sensor as each sensor will have a different protocol for setting
sensor format.
4.1.2 Update camera host driver state. Updating the camera host
driver’s state will prepare it to capture frames at a new resolution.
The camera host driver state must be updated immediately after
the sensor is reconfigured, as the next captured frame will be at
the sensor’s new resolution. If it is not done, the next frame will
be returned with the old resolution and be interpreted improperly
at the application level. The next ioctl(VIDIOC_QBUF) operation
will use the settings set here to capture a frame. This will also set
the input for the frame size of buffers as well as the values required
to calculate the size of buffer, so that the application knows how
many bytes to read for the frame.

4.2

4.3.1 OpenCV hook. When working with Banner in OpenCV, we
take our raw frames from the V4L2 capture. OpenCV requires
frames to be in BGR format, but the V4L2 camera returns UYVY. To
convert frames into a format that OpenCV can manipulate, we use
a modified CUDA function from NVIDIA. The function originally
converted YUYV to RGB, but we manipulated it to convert UYVY
to BGR by reordering the image input and output planes Once we
have our BGR frame, it is a 1 dimensional array and still not in a
form for OpenCV to work with. To fix this we call the constructor
for Mat, OpenCV’s basic object for handling images. We take care
to use the correct parameters for resolution, pixel size, plane count,
and our frame data. From there, we can use any OpenCV function
to operate on the image, such as resize, imshow, and BFMatcher.

Format-oblivious Memory Management

An important optimization in Banner is to reuse memory buffers,
as making mmap() and munmap() calls can take tens of milliseconds
based on the frame size. When initializing the device, after calling
ioctl(VIDIOC_REQBUFS), the buffers returned should be allocated
to the maximum size that will be used by the application. While
reusing the buffers does consume extra memory when the frame size
is smaller than maximum, it allows Banner to save reconfiguration
latency; the mmap() and munmap() process does not need to be
repeated.
mmap() allocates shared memory between the camera device
and the application level. Shared memory allows the camera device
driver to write frames into the buffer and the application to read
from the same address in memory. The shared memory will contain
information about the bytes used inside of the buffer, the state (if
the buffer is ready to be read from the application level), and the
raw frame data. The user application will use the buffer state to
know the length of bytes to read out into its own buffer.

4.3

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate Banner within the V4L2 framework on an NVIDIA
Jetson TX2 board with an ON Semiconductor AR0330 sensor. This
Jetson TX2 board has a Quad ARM A57 processor. It is one of the
most popular embedded computing devices.
The evaluation answers three questions: (i) How much reconfiguration latency did Banner reduce when reconfiguring sensor
resolution? (ii) How much power efficiency can be gained by reconfiguring sensor resolution dynamically and rapidly with Banner?
(iii) What does fast sensor resolution reconfiguration mean to computer vision applications?

5.1

Evaluation Methodology

Workloads To evaluate and validate the effectiveness of Banner
for reconfiguring sensor resolution in a variety of vision tasks, we
choose three applications integrated with OpenCV. The first application only displays frames at 25 FPS. This application gives
us preliminary results of the effectiveness of Banner. The second
application offloads frames to a desktop server through a direct connection at 15 FPS. This application demonstrates Banner’s usage in
cloud-based vision applications. The third application implements
the same marker-based pose estimation as we described in §1.1,
running at 15 FPS. It verifies that Banner is effective for our target
application (Augmented Reality).
All three applications cycle through a set of supported resolutions: 1920x1080, 1280x720, and 640x480. To compare Banner reconfiguration against computational downsampling, we use OpenCV
resize() function to downscale 1080p frames to 480p (represented
as 1080p↓480p). The frame rate is set to be constant across different
resolutions in all applications, bounded by the frame rate in the
highest resolution, with the help from dynamic CPU and GPU clock
scaling.
We measure the metrics described below:
As we defined in §1, resolution reconfiguration latency includes
end-to-end reconfiguration latency which describes how long it takes
for the application to receive the first new frame after a resolution

User Application Library

Banner exposes the sensor resolution reconfiguration API to the
user application as a V4L2 system call. User applications can call the
Banner API, just as they use V4L2 to start video streaming. We use
the V4L2 capture example provided in [18] as a code base for our
testing. The example code opens the camera device and initializes
all memory needed for capture per the V4L2 specification. The
example code then starts a capture loop that will run until a frame
count has passed. This capture loop uses the select system call to
wait until the video buffer driver signals that the buffers are ready
for reading. The application takes ownership of the buffer by calling
ioctl(VIDIOC_DQBUF) and then copies the shared memory to an
application buffer before returning it with ioctl(VIDIOC_QBUF).
Our modifications to the example code were minimal.
(1) When the application initializes the camera, it
counts the number of frame buffers allocated. This count is
saved for future reference, as it is equal to the number of
frames in any given pipeline.
(2) Immediately after a select, on any frame, the application
can call ioctl(VIDIOC_RECONFIGURE) with the reconfigure
resolution target.
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E2E Banner

F2F Legacy

We have several observations from these results. First, end-toend reconfiguration latency and frame-to-frame latency are equivalent in the legacy V4L2 framework. This is because the frames
stored in the capture queue are abandoned once there is a new resolution request. If those frames need to be read out and processed
before the start of resolution reconfiguration – as they are in the
Android OS [15] – the end-to-end reconfiguration latency can be
even larger.
Second, the average end-to-end reconfiguration latency and
frame-to-frame the latency in legacy V4L2 framework are stable
across all three workloads because they all go through the same procedure, though they still have larger standard deviation compared
to Banner.
Third, end-to-end reconfiguration latency and frame-to-frame
latency are predictable in Banner because they depend on the frame
rate. In Banner, the first frame at new resolution will be received
after N frame intervals, where N is the number of frames already
captured and stored in the buffer queue for the previous resolution (discussed in §2.3). In our case, there are three buffers (N )
requested and thus, three captures are stored in the buffer queue
whenever a new resolution is requested by the application. Therefore, the end-to-end reconfiguration latency in Banner is around
three frame intervals. These intervals cause the end-to-end reconfiguration latency to be around 120 ms in Display@25FPS and 200 ms
in Pose@15FPS, as shown in Figure 7. Frame-to-frame latency in
Banner is equal to the inverse of the processing frame rate. The
application will receive continuous frames at the same frame rate
without noticing the resolution reconfiguration procedure. In other
words, Banner eliminates frame drops.

F2F Banner

200

150

100

50

0

Display@25FPS

Offload@30FPS

Offload@15FPS

Pose@15FPS

Figure 7: Banner reduces end-to-end (E2E) resolution reconfiguration latency and removes frame-to-frame (F2F) latency in all three workloads comparing with legacy in V4L2
framework.
is requested, and frame-to-frame latency which indicates the interval during which an application receiving no frames after a
resolution is requested. Both latencies are measured by retrieving
system timestamps at the application level. In each application, they
are measured and averaged across 99 samples, i.e., 99 resolution
reconfigurations.
Power consumption is monitored by retrieving the power rail
system files on the Jetson TX2 board. These files include SYS_SoC
which monitors the power consumption of the main Tegra core,
SYS_DDR which monitors the power consumption of the LPDDR4,
SYS_CPU which monitors the power consumption of the ARM
processor, and SYS_GPU which monitors the power consumption
of the Pascal GPU. Power rail system files are written automatically
by the system at 400 KHz. In our evaluation, we measured the power
after the application ran at a steady state, in order to minimize the
variance. In each measurement, we acquired and averaged 600
readings for each power rail system file.

5.2

5.3

Power Efficiency Improved by Banner

Table 2 demonstrates that rapid sensor resolution reconfiguration with Banner enables a substantial power efficiency
improvement. We note the following observations.
First, the resolution-based power efficiency improvement is generic
to vision tasks and components across the system (e.g., SoC, DDR,
CPU, GPU). In all three evaluated workloads, the choice of sensor
resolution influences the power consumption of all stages in the
image processing pipeline, including data movement, storage, and
processing. The results in Table 2 show that SoC, GPU, DDR, and
CPU all benefit from processing lower resolution frames in terms
of power savings.
Second, the power efficiency improvement is substantial as the
sensor resolution drops. In legacy V4L2, the combined power consumption is reduced by 62%, 60%, and 42% as sensor resolution is
reduced from 1080p to 480p in display, offload, and pose estimation
workloads respectively. Thus, the power efficiency of a mobile vision task can be significantly improved if the system allows dynamic
sensor reconfiguration when it can sacrifice resolution.
Third, reconfiguring sensor resolution physically is much more
power efficient than other alternatives, i.e., computational downsampling. 1080p↓480p@FPS in Table 2 shows the power consumption of downsampling 1080p frames to 480p in the legacy V4L2
framework. Comparing with reconfiguring sensor resolution physically to 480p in Banner, downsampling consumes 43%, 49%, and 16%
more power in display, offload, and pose estimation accordingly.

Resolution Reconfiguration Latency
Reduced by Banner

With parallel reconfiguration and format-oblivious memory management, Banner completely eliminates the frame-to-frame
latency in all three workloads and is able to halve the endto-end reconfiguration latency, as shown in Figure 7.
In the display workload (at 25 FPS), the average end-to-end
reconfiguration latency is reduced by 47% (from 222 ms to 117 ms)
and the average frame-to-frame latency is reduced by 82% (from
222 ms to 41 ms). In the slower offloading workload (at 15 FPS), the
average end-to-end reconfiguration latency is reduced by 9% (from
226 ms to 205 ms) and the average frame-to-frame latency is reduced
by 70% (from 226 ms to 67 ms). In the pose estimation workload (at
15 FPS), the average end-to-end reconfiguration latency is reduced
by 10% (from 225 ms to 203 ms) and the average frame-to-frame
latency is reduced by 70% (from 225 ms to 67 ms). In addition, in the
faster offloading sub-workload (at 30 FPS), the average end-to-end
reconfiguration latency is reduced by 54% (from 226 ms to 105 ms)
and the average frame-to-frame latency is reduced by 85% (from
226 ms to 34 ms).
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Legacy V4L2
Banner
SoC GPU DDR CPU Total SoC GPU DDR CPU Total
1920x1080@25
1149 910 1869 2460 6388 1149 918 1839 2190 6096
1280x720@25
1073 611 1727 1076 4487 1073 559 1704 1100 4436
Display-only
640x480@25
617
306
826
691 2440 669
306
860
681 2516
1080p↓480p@25 1078 613 1690 1035 4416 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1920x1080@15
1073 536 1629 1967 5205 1146 544 1638 2027 5355
1280x720@15
688
230
863
617 2398 700
230
856
630 2416
Cloud-based offloading
640x480@15
617
230
702
540 2089 630
230
687
554 2101
1080p↓480p@15 1073 382 1606 1032 4093 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1920x1080@15
1281 1701 1940 2524 7446 1149 1448 1875 2527 6999
1280x720@15
1230 1058 1814 1271 5373 1225 987 1795 1203 5210
Marker-based pose estimation
640x480@15
1210 589 1635 928 4362 1150 540 1637 916 4243
1080p↓480p@15 1227 850 1727 1260 5064 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table 2: Total system power consumption (mW) is reduced by 62%, 60%, and 42% as sensor resolution is reduced from 1080p
(1920x1080 in legacy V4L2 ) to 480p (640x480 in legacy V4L2), in each workload accordingly. In addition, physically reconfiguring
sensor resolution to 480p (640x480 in Banner) consumes 43%, 49%, and 16% less total system power than downsampling 1080p to
480p (1080p↓480p in legacy V4L2), in each workload accordingly.
Workload

Resolution@FPS

5.3.2 Power overhead of Banner. As shown in Table 2, comparing
between Banner and legacy V4L2 framework, there is no obvious
power overhead. Specifically, Banner does not consume more DDR
power despite its allocation of more memory than the active resolution requires. This is because DDR power consumption is based
on data rate, not buffer size [36].

Resolution-Framework SoC GPU DDR CPU Total
1920x1080-V4L2
803
230
951
879 2863
1280x720-V4L2
637
230
686
693 2246
640x480-V4L2
612
230
618
613 2073
99x-reconf.-V4L2
659
230
719
691 2299
99x-reconf.-Banner
620
230
644
600 2094
Table 3: Reconfiguring sensor resolution dynamically (99xreconf.-Banner) can reduce 27% of the combined system
power consumption (mW) comparing with constantly working at 1080p (1920x1080-V4L2), measured with our CPUbased cloud-based offloading workload working at 30 FPS.

5.4

Implications

Banner enables rapid sensor resolution reconfiguration by eliminating frame-to-frame latency and halving the end-to-end reconfiguration latency. This unlocks a more than 49% system power consumption reduction by reconfiguring the image sensor resolution from
1080p to 480p comparing with computationally downsampling to
1080p↓480p. As we mentioned in our motivation, in a variety of
vision tasks, the image resolution needs to be configured dynamically to adapt to environmental changes in order to maximize the
power efficiency. For example, the required sensor resolution can
be determined dynamically based on the continuously changing distance between the image sensor and the marker in a marker-based
pose estimation application. Our evaluation in the marker-based
pose estimation application on the Jetson/AR0330 system reveals
that the estimated pose accuracy can be maintained (±0.1 cm MSE
translation vector error) even if the image resolution is reconfigured
from 1080p to 720p and then to 480p as the distance between the
image sensor and the marker is reduced from 40 cm to 20 cm. This
results in a 28% power consumption reduction between 1080p and
720p and a 42% power consumption reduction between 1080p and
480p.

5.3.1 Effectiveness of Dynamic Reconfiguration. To demonstrate
the power efficiency improvement brought by Banner for reconfiguring sensor resolution dynamically, we conduct a simple experiment in which the sensor resolution cycles through 1080p, 720p,
and 480p every 10 frames (a randomly chosen number) in a total
of 1000 frames. This results in 99 resolution reconfigurations. We
run this pattern with our CPU-based cloud-based offloading workload working at 30 FPS. The results in Table 3 show that even in
legacy V4L2 framework, reconfiguring sensor resolution dynamically (99x-reconf.-V4L2) can reduce 20% of the combined system
power consumption comparing with constantly working at 1080p –
notably, there are substantial frame drops with each reconfiguration
in the legacy V4L2 system.
Meanwhile, reconfiguring sensor resolution with Banner (99xreconf.-Banner) can further reduce total power consumption by 9%
and without the frame drop penalty, compared with 99x-reconf.V4L2. These power savings come from the use of fewer operations to
reconfigure the sensor format and no repeated memory allocation in
Banner. The power consumption of 99x-reconf.-Banner is roughly
about the same as constantly working at 480p.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Driver modification: Banner does not modify the camera driver,
which is often a sensitive proprietary piece of software. Banner also
does not add any dependencies to the video buffer driver. Banner
only involves changes in the camera host driver and exposes itself
as a system call to the application developers, as the V4L2 driver
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are targeting on a more sophisticated resolution selection algorithm
as our future work, such as teaching the machine to decide when to
change the sensor resolution in a machine learning environment.
Limitations: As we discussed in the evaluation, the reduction in
end-to-end reconfiguration latency could vary depending on the
frame rate. If the frame rate is low, the reduction in end-to-end
reconfiguration latency can be alleviated, as shown in the slower
cloud-based offloading and the pose estimation workloads. Another
limitation is that sensor resolution reconfiguration takes time in
Banner, even though it can be completely hidden behind application process. Thus, if the application process is very fast, then the
frame rate for that specific frame during resolution reconfiguration
will be limited. Improvements in camera design and camera driver
implementation are required to further reduce the sensor resolution
reconfiguration latency.

does. Thus, developers can use Banner just as they use the V4L2
framework for video streaming. If developers want to use other
media frameworks with the Banner-based camera host driver, they
also need to modify the media frameworks’ library. In addition,
as we mentioned in §3.1, different images sensors take different
amount of time to reconfigure resolution. Banner can be further
optimized if image sensor manufactures are able to optimize the
camera driver implementation together with the camera hardware
for faster sensor resolution reconfiguration.
Memory management: Banner allocates more memory than is
needed for smaller resolution. However, allocating three buffers for
1920x1080 frames with 8 bits per pixel only requires 6 MB memory. Storing 640x480 frames in them will cause memory waste but
only about 5 MB. Unused memory does not incur power overhead,
as observed from our evaluation. If the application still wants to
utilize that memory, Banner’s memory management is able to provide enough information. We did not implement or evaluate this
fine-grained memory management in this version of Banner. We
assume resolution change is frequent in some vision applications
who want to utilize resolution-based energy and accuracy tradeoff.
Thus, the memory management could face an interesting but complex situation that requires frequently reallocating memory and/or
losing access to memory. We will investigate more sophisticated
memory management in future work.
Other system support: Banner will benefit almost all systems
that build upon the Linux system, including the Android OS. However, we were unable to implement and test Banner in the Android
environment because of the closed source camera host and device
drivers. In particular, the Android OS requires captured frames to
be read out before reconfiguring the sensor resolution which allows
Banner to fit in. We suggest the following three policies for integrating Banner to the Android OS. (i) Direct the resolution request
to Banner API through the Android frameworks and camera HAL.
(ii) Issue the resolution request directly in current camera preview
and capture session. The Android OS requires captured frames
with previous resolution to be readout before reconfiguring the
sensor (a function called waitUtilIdle()) which perfectly match
the parallel reconfiguration component in Banner. (iii) Update the
preview size based on frame metadata right after waitUtilIdle()
finishes. In addition, the concepts of parallel reconfiguration and
format-oblivious memory management in Banner are also generic
to other media frameworks, not only the V4L2 framework.
Machine learning support: Machine learning based vision applications also have resolution-based tradeoffs [26, 31, 33, 39]. Banner
as a media framework is generic to upper level applications. However, based on our understanding, most of the neural networks
often work on fixed-size images. The structural influence of Banner
to neural networks still needs to be explored. Machine learning
developers are welcome to use Banner to find opportunities relying
on resolution-based performance and accuracy tradeoff.
Optimal resolution selection algorithm: When we evaluated
Banner with the OpenCV marker-based pose estimation, we triggered the resolution change based on the physical distance between
the maker and the sensor. We noticed that the frequency of resolution reconfiguration definitely affects the amount of power savings.
Maximizing power saving with minimum performance drop can be
determined by many factors according to different applications. We

7

RELATED WORK

Resolution-based energy, performance and accuracy tradeoff: Ha et al. [11] and Hu et al. [15] verified the resolution-based energy, performance and accuracy tradeoff on mobile devices. LiKamWa
et al. [22] demonstrated that image sensor energy consumption can
be proportional to frame rate and resolution. Sundaram [35] downsampled the images for faster frame rate. Kumar et al. [21] cropped
the images for faster training. Haris et al. [12] and Růžička et al. [33]
increased the resolution for more accurate object detection. YOLO3
[31] and Lin et al. [26] explored the resolution-based performance
and accuracy tradeoff in machine learning based vision applications. Lin et al. [25] even demonstrated that energy, performance
and accuracy tradeoff exists in other types of sensors. However, no
frame-critical application is able to change resolution at runtime
because resolution change incurs long latency penalties in current
operating systems as we described in the previous sections. Banner
provides rapid and no-frame-drop sensor reconfiguration, unlocking the ability for these vision tasks to use resolution-based energy,
performance, and accuracy tradeoff in real-time.
Consecutive captures with different settings: Photography can
blend several frames captured with different sensor settings for
improving image quality. High Dynamic Range imaging rapidly
takes three photos with different exposure settings [2, 38]. Similarly, Samsung’s [34] multi-frame image processing utilized several
consecutive captures to reduce the blur. Frankencamera [1] and
KHRONOS Group [10] recognized the significance of programmability for camera operation. Sensor register change can be effective
in the next capture [27, 28] such that sensor settings, e.g., exposure, can be tailored for each frame. Android has provided system
support for streamlined reconfiguration. Unfortunately, this does
not work for resolution reconfiguration, primarily because of the
sequential reconfiguration patterns and memory management issues we discussed in this work. Banner enables tailoring each frame
for different resolutions for a variety of vision tasks that need
resolution-based energy efficiency tradeoffs.
Towards energy efficient continuous sensing: Rigel introduced
flexible multi-rate image processing pipeline to improve vision
tasks’ performance with three orders of magnitudes lower energy
consumption [14]. Darkroom [13] eased developers burden to utilize specialized image signal processors for higher energy efficiency.
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Roy et al. [32] introduced an energy-efficiency context recognition
framework for multi-modal sensing. LittleRock [30] [29] proposed
dedicated low-level processing hardware to reduce sensing power.
Reflex [24] helped developers to leverage low-power processors on
mobile devices. Buckler et al. [6] abandoned image signal processing
hardware to reduce energy consumption. Chu et al. [8] proposed
a tool to classify sensor data for efficient multimodal sensing on
mobile devices. SeeMon [17] helped applications to efficiently understand context from numerous sensors. Glimpse [7] proposed an
energy efficient continuous object detection system that balanced
the accuracy and energy tradeoff between local and offload computing. Starfish [23] enabled resource sharing among computer vision
applications to improve energy efficiency. In addition to these, Banner enables rapid sensor resolution-based energy tradeoff at the
operating system level to improve continuous sensing efficiency.
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CONCLUSION

We observe a substantial image sensor resolution reconfiguration
latency caused by the sequential reconfiguration procedure in current operating systems. This long reconfiguration latency gives
vision applications a perception of losing frames which impedes
the adoption of otherwise beneficial resolution-energy tradeoff
mechanisms. In this paper, we propose Banner as a system solution
for providing rapid and seamless image sensor resolution reconfiguration. Evaluated in three different OpenCV workloads including
display-only, cloud-based offloading, and marker-based pose estimation running on a Jetson TX2 board, Banner is able to halve
the end-to-end reconfiguration latency and completely remove the
frame-to-frame latency, i.e., no frame drop during sensor resolution
reconfiguration even for workloads working at 30 FPS. This allows
a more than 49% system power consumption reduction comparing
reconfiguring the sensor resolution from 1080p to 480p with downsampling 1080p↓480p. Banner unlocks a variety of mobile vision
tasks to dynamically reconfigure sensor resolutions to adapt to the
environmental change and then maximize the energy efficiency.
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